
Add Grilled Halloumi Cheese to any of our menu items for £1.00 

Chicken Gyros (Yee-ros) Wrap £9.00 
Our Authentic and everyone’s favourite Chicken Gyros recipe wrapped in a grilled Greek Pita Bread, filled 
with French Fries, our homemade Tzatziki, Chilli and Acropolis Signature Sauce, and freshly cut Lettuce, 
Tomatoes and Mixed Onions. The ultimate unbeatable flavour that will bring back your holiday memories! 


Halloumi Wrap (V) £9.00 
Everyone’s favourite Grilled Halloumi Cheese wrapped in a grilled Greek Pita Bread, filled with French Fries, 
our homemade Tzatziki, Chilli and Acropolis Signature Sauce, and freshly cut Lettuce, Tomatoes and Mixed 

Onions. It’s the best choice if you’re a #Halloumilover!


Grilled Veg and Halloumi Wrap (V) £9.00 
Our mouthwatering mix of grilled Vegetables and everyone’s favourite Halloumi Cheese wrapped in a grilled 
Greek Pita Bread, filled with French Fries, our homemade Tzatziki, Chilli and Acropolis Signature Sauce, and 

freshly cut Lettuce, Tomatoes and Mixed Onions. A brilliant choice for vegetarians or not! 


Vegan Gyros Wrap (VE) 🌱  £9.00 
Our new unique heavenly homemade Vegan Gyros wrapped in a grilled Greek Pita Bread, filled with French 
Fries, our homemade Vegan Tzatziki and Chilli Sauce, and freshly cut Lettuce, Tomatoes and Mixed Onions. 

You must try!


Fried Halloumi Bites (V) £5.00 
A luscious combination of deep fried Halloumi Bites and our homemade flavoursome Acropolis Signature 

Sauce. An amazing choice if you’re looking for a sharing side!


Special Fries £6.00 
Our Authentic and everyone’s favourite Chicken Gyros recipe, with French fries topped with delicious 

Cheddar Cheese and our homemade Acropolis Signature Sauce. A Full on flavour choice!


Dirty Greek £12.00                            
A scrumptious combo of loaded French Fries and everyone’s favourite Chicken Gyros, topped with our 

homemade Tzatziki, Chilli and Acropolis Signature Sauce.

Gluten Free Option (GF) Available. The best option if you love fries and chicken!


Acropolis Platter £12.00 
Our Authentic and everyone’s favourite Chicken Gyros recipe with a grilled Greek Pita Bread cut in bite size 

pieces, with French Fries, our homemade Tzatziki, Chilli and Acropolis Signature Sauce, and freshly cut 
Lettuce, Tomatoes and Mixed Onions. The Ultimate and has - everything - on platter!


Fries (V) £3.00 
Golden French Fries with salt and paprika on.                              

Salad Box (VE) 🌱  £4.50                                       
Freshly cut iceberg Lettuce, Tomatoes, and Mixed Onions topped with Pomegranate Molasses.


                                             
Soft Drinks £2.00 

Help our business and leave us a review today! 

Tag us on your posts and stories! 
#weareacropolis Gluten free (GF), Contains nuts (N), Vegetarian (V),Vegan (VE), Dairy free (DF)


For further allergen or dietary information please ask a member of our team.


Please, let us know if you have any allergies when ordering.

All items on the menu are produced or handled by our team in an environment that 
contains the 14 allergens. 

Although your meal is prepared with care, we cannot guarantee it will be allergen 
free, even after ingredients have been removed on request.

Please note that our meat may contain bones. Please note that our halloumi and 
fries are fried in the same oil. Please note that our oil contains soya.





